
Hello, I’m BL Allison and I’d like to talk to you today about auroras in our solar system 
(warning, some sciency stuff ahead).
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Light is everywhere
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And thanks to scientific breakthroughs in telescopes, in spectrum analysis and 
photography, we can now see just how beautiful the sky is around our planet, our 
solar system, and beyond.
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NASA, ESA, SAO, CXC, JPL-Caltech, and STScI

We have these gorgeous images now from Hubble and other technology that help us 
see beyond the visible spectrum, beyond our limited vision.  

Do Hubble and similar telescopes take real-time images?  Not really. When Hubble 
beams down images, astronomers have to make many adjustments, such 
as adding color and patching multiple photos together, to take the raw 
data that comes in and create the images released to the public.  

Hubble operates like a digital camera, recording incoming photons of light, 
and the telescope has a variety of filters that can be applied to let in only a 
specific wavelength range, or color, of light. Hubble can detect light 
throughout the visible spectrum, plus ultraviolet and infrared light which is 
invisible to human eyes, and will take multiple photos using different 
filters.  Then scientists combine the images, assigning blue light to the 
data that came in through the blue filter, for example, to create a 
comprehensive color image.
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This beautiful view of the aurora was taken from the International Space 
Station as it crossed over the southern Indian Ocean on September 17, 2011.

And as much as I could look at Hubble images all day, I want to concentrate a little 
closer to home for this presentation.  Here we see how the astronauts on the ISS get 
their own light show looking down on Earth’s auroras.

Auroras are a luminous phenomenon that consists of streamers or arches 
of light appearing in the upper atmosphere of a planet's magnetic polar 
regions and is caused by the emission of light from atoms excited by 
electrons accelerated along the planet's magnetic field lines.  (I know, I 
know, crystal clear, right?)
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I needed more of a visual, and found this image I like describing the process.  There’s 
a lot going on in space that we don’t see, but now know about, and this is one 
example.  

The Sun sends us more than heat and light; it emits energy, 

radiation, and small particles our way. The Earth’s protective magnetic 

field (called the magnetosphere) shields us from most of this.  But we see that 

the solar winds can still react with the Earth's charged atmospheric 
gases high up in the atmosphere.  They are then channeled by our 
magnetic field to our Northern and Southern poles, as this image 
shows us.   
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Aurora as seen from Talkeetna, Alaska, on Nov. 3, 2015.

Credits: Copyright Dora Miller

The type of gases found in our atmosphere result in the different 

colors for the Aurora.  Oxygen at about 60 miles up gives off 
the familiar yellow-green color, Oxygen at higher 
altitudes (about 200 miles above us) gives the all red 
auroras.  Ionic Nitrogen produces the blue light and 
neutral Nitrogen gives off the red-puple and the rippled 
edges. 
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So that means it’s not only the gases present, but the altitude at which the 

excited particle releases its light energy, as shown in this diagram.

o Red aurora streaks occur at the highest altitudes where the 

concentration of atoms exists and are only visible during more intense 

solar activity

o Green aurora streaks are the most common and occur at lower 

altitudes than the Red streaks where there is a much higher 

concentration of atomic Oxygen and nitrogen. These excited atoms 

collide with each other transferring energy which radiates away at the 

green color wavelength.

o Blue aurora streaks appear at even lower altitudes than the green 

streaks where atomic oxygen is uncommon and molecular nitrogen are 

more common radiating their energy at the blue color wavelength.

o Non-visible ultraviolet and infrared streaks have also been observed 
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when using the proper equipment. The ultraviolet aurora streaks have 

also been observed on Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.
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Imagine if the atmosphere were made of Neon gas and 
Sodium gas. We would see red-orange and yellow 
auroras!
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While the Earth's aurora is probably one of the best in our solar system, most other 
planets also have them, including Venus, Jupiter, Pluto, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. 
I thought this was so cool when a friend sent me an image of aurora on Jupiter and 
Saturn and it seemed like the perfect thing for a presentation at a conference on the 
Great Illuminator, Brilliant 5th Ray.  

So yeah, other planets experience the same thing, although some of 
the rules might be slightly different with their auroras.

The first clues about auroras beyond Earth came when the Pioneer and Voyager 
spacecraft passed close to the giant planets in the ’70s and ’80s. They found auroras 
on Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.  Another spacecraft, the Pioneer Venus 
Orbiter, showed that ultraviolet emissions emanated from Venus’s night side, 
sometimes covering the entire hemisphere.
With the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope in 1990 we got lots more discoveries.

Hubble revealed that Jupiter’s volcanic moon Io appeared to be ablaze when 
energetic particles struck its atmosphere. Ganymede was even more interesting, but 
then scientists already knew that Ganymede had its own magnetic field.  In 1996 it 
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was the first moon where they confirmed it had an aurora – with a green glow.  
Hubble also showed us that the same principles that created Earth’s aurora also 
applied to Ganymede’s aurora.
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This ultraviolet image of Jupiter was taken with the Hubble Space Telescope 
Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) on 26 November 1998, magnetic north pole

Unique auroral feature showing the 'magnetic footprints' of three of Jupiter's satellites. From 
Io (along the left-hand limb), from Ganymede (near the centre just below the reference oval) 

and from Europa (just below and to the right of Ganymede's auroral footprint). 

Using measurements from spacecraft like Cassini and telescopes like 
Hubble, physicists have been able to study these aurora on other planets 
by studying the electromagnetic radiation received from the planets.  
Certain wavelength emissions are good indicators of the presence of 
auroras.  The gas giants in our solar system have strong magnetic fields, a 
dense atmosphere, and those are prime ingredients to have their own 
auroras.  

The exact nature of these auroras is slightly different from Earth’s, since 
their atmospheres and magnetospheres are different. The colours, for 
example, depend on the gases in the planet’s atmosphere. But the 
fundamental idea behind the auroras is the same.  Scientists now know 
that several of Jupiter’s moons, including Io, Ganymede and Europa, affect 
the blue aurora created by the solar wind.  Io, which is just a little larger 
than our own moon, is volcanic and spews out vast amounts of charged 
particles into Jupiter’s magnetosphere, producing large electrical 
currents and bright ultraviolet (UV) aurora.  

This image shows the unique 'magnetic footprints' of three of Jupiter's 
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satellites in Jupiter’s aurora.   From Io (along the left-hand limb), from 
Ganymede (near the centre just below the reference oval) and from 
Europa (just below and to the right of Ganymede's auroral footprint). 
These emissions are unlike anything seen on Earth and are produced by 
electric currents generated at the satellites that then flow along Jupiter's 
magnetic field, weaving in and out of its upper atmosphere.
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A composite image created by combining a 2014 optical image taken by the Hubble 
Space Telescope and ultraviolet observations of its auroras in 2016. NASA/ESA

Jupiter’s liquid, metallic hydrogen core generates a magnetic field that’s 16 times 
more powerful than Earth’s.  The solar wind particles penetrating Earth’s 
magnetosphere cause the auroras on Earth.  On Jupiter, most of the particles are 
already there in Jupiter’s magnetosphere.

But scientists studying the coronal mass ejections like solar flares or magnetic storms 
see the pattern of increased aurora in Earth’s magnetosphere, then 2 weeks later the 
same thing happens to Jupiter, increasing Jupiter’s aurora activity.  Then onward to 
Saturn.  Hubble has also showed scientists that the auroral process is also connected 
to other activity on the planet itself (or as we saw with Jupiter, activity of it’s 
satellites).
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Jupiter’s X-ray emission (in magenta and white, for the brightest spot) 
captured as a coronal mass ejection (CME) reaches the planet and then 

after the solar wind subsides. Image Credit: Joseph DePasquale, 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Chandra X-ray Center

New research reveals that gas giant’s ‘northern lights’ are hundreds of times 

more energetic than those found on our planet

Solar storms trigger Jupiter’s intense ‘northern lights’ by generating a new X-

ray aurora that is eight times brighter than normal and hundreds of times more 

energetic than Earth’s aurora borealis, new research finds.

Scientists say there’s a constant power struggle between the solar wind and 
Jupiter’s magnetosphere, so they are studying this effect.  
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Here we can see it in action.
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Astronomers using the NASA/ESA Hubble Space telescope have taken a series of 
spectacular images featuring the fluttering auroras at the north pole of Saturn.  The 
observations were taken in ultraviolet light and the resulting images provide 
astronomers with the most comprehensive picture so far of Saturn's northern aurora.

On Saturn, the strongest auroras are in the UV and infrared bands of the 
colour spectrum and so would not be visible to the human eye. But 
weaker (and rarer) pink and purple auroras have also been spotted
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Hubble Space Telescope 

captures Saturn’s 

aurora. NASA/ESA/Hubble
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These swirls of red light are an aurora on the south pole of 
Saturn. Image courtesy of NASA/ESA/STScI/A. Schaller.

These swirls of red light are an aurora on the south pole of Saturn. 
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Credit:J.T. Trauger (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) and NASA/ESA

This is the first image of Saturn's ultraviolet aurora taken by the Space 
Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) on board the Hubble Space 
Telescope in October 1997.  These images reveal detail never seen before 
Saturn’s north and south polar aurora, rising more than a thousand miles 
above the cloud tops.
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In August 2010, Dr Jonathan Nichols of the University of Leicester linked the pulses with an 
ultraviolet glow illuminating the upper atmosphere near the poles.

Scientists have known for a while that Saturn emits radio waves from its polar regions 
every 11 hours, which is the length of Saturn’s day.  But there was a mystery here 
because the timing of the pulses changed over the years, so what caused that?  
Speculation is now that what causes the aurora drives the pulses of radio waves as 
well.
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Uranus’ tilt essentially has the planet 
orbiting the Sun on its side, the axis of 
its spin is nearly pointing at the Sun.

(Image credit: NASA and Erich 
Karkoschka, U. of Arizona)

Uranus and Neptune are known to have well-defined auroras when viewed in 
ultraviolet.

The auroras on Uranus are unique because of the planet’s extreme tilt, 
which scientists think was created by a collision with another planet-size 
object.
Uranus rotates on an axis tilted so far over that the world is essentially 
spinning on its side. The magnetic field of Uranus is also tilted at a 60-
degree angle from the rotational axis (for comparison, Earth's magnetic 
axis is only tilted about 11 degrees from its rotational axis.)

Because of Uranus's odd tilt, the auroras seen by Hubble in 2011 are 
different than those seen by Voyager 2 in 1986.
In 1986, Uranus was at the solstice point in its orbit, with its axis pointed at 
the sun. Hubble's 2011 view of Uranus's auroras, meanwhile, occurred 
during the planet's equinox, when the planet's rotational axis is 
perpendicular to the sun; an orientation that allows each of the planet's 
magnetic poles to face the sun once each day.  
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These are among the first clear images, taken from the distance of 
Earth, to show auroras on the planet Uranus. 

Credit:NASA, ESA, and L. Lamy (Observatory of Paris, CNRS, CNES)

These ultraviolet images were taken at the time of heightened solar 
activity in November 2011 that successively buffeted the Earth, Jupiter, 
and Uranus with charged particles from the Sun.  

These auroras are fainter than their Earth counterparts and last only a couple of 
minutes, unlike those on our planet, which may last for hours at a time.
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Here we see Neptune, with some enhanced color filters to more clearly define the 
areas.
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Credit:NASA/ESA, L. Sromovsky, and P. Fry (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

And this is considered springtime on Neptune (for a far away, very cold 
planet).  Hubble has revealed an increase in Neptune's brightness in the 
southern hemisphere, and astronomers consider this increase a harbinger 
of seasonal change.
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Mercury

Mercury also has a magnetosphere and so we might expect aurora there 
too. Unfortunately, Mercury is too small and too close to the sun for it to 
retain an atmosphere, meaning the planet doesn’t have any molecules for 
the solar wind to excite and so this is probably the only planet in our solar 
system that doesn’t have auroras.
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Venus, astronomers tell us, might have auroras, but it may be hard to see 
through all the clouds.  Here we see 2 images of Venus, with clouds (top) 
and without clouds (bottom). 

Unlike Earth, Venus and Mars have no molten, fluid core to generate a strong, planet-
wide magnetic field. But while neither of these planets has a large-scale 
magnetic field, both have an atmosphere. As the solar wind interacts with 
the Venusian atmosphere with the most charged particles, it actually 
creates or induces a magnetic field. Using data from the Venus 
Express spacecraft, scientists found that this magnetic field stretches out 
away from the sun to form a tail that redirects accelerated particles into 
the atmosphere and forms an aurora.
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You can clearly see the difference in the magnetospheres of Venus (top) 
and Mars (bottom) compared to Earth

Venus does not possess its own planetary magnetic field, but flashes of light from the 
planet have been identified as auroras. Scientists have found that the same process 
that causes auroras on Earth can form a gigantic magnetic bubble around Venus, 
allowing auroras to occur. This is that Venus magnetotail, which was formed by 
ionosphere and solar wind interaction. The fact that magnetic reconnection can occur 
within Venus’ magnetotail suggests auroras are the cause of the light that scientists 
have observed emitting from this planet.

Here in this image you can clearly see the difference in the magnetospheres of Venus 
(top) and Mars (bottom) compared to Earth
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Locations of 19 auroral detections 

(depicted as white circles) on the Red 

Planet made by Mars Express during 113 

nightside orbits between 2004 and 2014. 

Credit: based on data from J.-C. Gérard et 
al. (2015)

Mars, even without having a global magnetic field like Earth, does have important, 
localised magnetic fields, so it does have aurora. These localized magnetic fields 
are the remnants of a much larger, global magnetic field that disappeared 
as the planet’s core cooled.  Interaction between the solar wind and the 
Martian atmosphere generates “discrete” auroras that are confined to the 
regions of crustal field.

The European Mars Express probe was the first to discover Martian auroras in 2005.  
While they are in the ultraviolet range, if you were to stand on the Mars surface there 
is a chance you might see a visible glow, but it would be very faint because the 
Martian atmosphere is 140 times thinner than Earth’s, so there’s less chance of 
charged particles striking atmospheric molecules.
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NASA’s Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) 
spacecraft observing the ‘Christmas Lights Aurora’ on Mars

A recent discovery by the MAVEN mission showed that Mars also has much 
larger auroras spread across the northern hemisphere, and probably the 
whole planet too. This diffused aurora is the result of solar energetic 
particles raining into the Martian atmosphere, rather than particles from 
the solar wind interacting with a magnetic field.
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Mars from Hubble in 2016 (NASA, ESA, Hubble Heritage Team)

MAVEN has different instruments that study both the atmosphere and the 
space environment of Mars, and in doing so discovered that two 
instruments witnessed something unusual at the same time.  Whenever 
the Solar Wind Ion Analyzer picked up an influx of protons from the Sun, 
the hydrogen in the upper atmosphere of Mars was seen lighting up by 
the Imaging Ultraviolet Spectrograph.
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Image credit: NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center

The solar wind piles up in front of Mars in a bow shock, which blocks charged 
particles from reaching the bulk of the atmosphere. However, in a process first 
observed by NASA’s MAVEN spacecraft, some solar wind protons can slip past the 
bow shock by first bonding with electrons from the Martian upper atmosphere to 
form hydrogen atoms. Because these hydrogen atoms are electrically neutral, they 
can pass through the bow shock and go on to create an ultraviolet proton aurora on 
the dayside of Mars.
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Enhanced color global view of Pluto, taken when NASA’s New Horizons 

spacecraft was 280,000 miles (450,000 kilometers) away.

Credits: NASA/JHUAPL/SwRI

I didn’t want to forget Pluto in this discussion.  And as we saw when the photos 

came out a few years ago, Pluto does indeed have a heart—one of the 
signature features New Horizons observed during its flyby.
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The comparative sizes of the atmospheres of Pluto and Earth.
(Image credit: Simulation Curriculum, www.PlutoSafari.com)

So does Pluto have any aurora?  Researchers think Pluto may have an ionosphere and 
a weak magnetic field. New Horizons is looking for both, but the chances of finding 
auroras in the skies of Pluto are very slim, scientists say, because the magnetic field is 
unlikely able to focus the particles into a small region of the atmosphere, and the 
solar wind is probably deflected too far around Pluto, as illustrated in this image.
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Brown dwarf with red aurora. 
Chuck Carter and Gregg Hallinan/Caltech

Is our solar system the only one with planetary aurora?  Highly unlikely.

Most planets outside our solar system are too dim compared to their 
parent star for us to see if they have auroras. But scientists recently 
discovered a brown dwarf 18 light years from Earth that is believed to have 
a bright red aurora. This raises the possibility of discovering other 
exoplanets with atmospheres and magnetic fields that have their own 
auroras.
Such discoveries are exciting and beautiful, but they are also scientifically 
useful. Investigating auroras gives scientists tantalising clues about a 
planet’s magnetic and particle environment and could further our 
understanding of how charged particles and magnetic fields interact. This 
could even unlock the answers to other physics problems, such as nuclear 
fusion.
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“The aura of any form of life can be defined as the 

quality of a sphere of radiatory activity”

➢ An aura is defined by the Oxford dictionary as the distinctive atmosphere 

or quality that surrounds and is generated by a person, thing, or place.

➢ Derived from Latin and Ancient Greek, aura means wind, breeze or breath

➢ Master DK tells us the aura is usually spoken of in terms of color and light, 

based on the vision of the one who sees it, and the apparatus used.

➢ Two words only describe an aura from the point of view of occult 

knowledge and they are "quality" and "sphere of influence" 

➢ What a clairvoyant really sees in an aura is the quality of a sphere of 

radiatory activity (i.e., the astral range of vibrations of a person/group)

(DINA I Page 752)

But where I’m going with this is a little more esoteric.  We see what science is doing, in leaps 

and bounds, with high resolution imaging of planetary aurora, of stars, and other galaxies.   

They are bringing the invisible into our vision, and illustrating through science many esoteric 

concepts occultists have known about for a long time.   

Auroras got their name from the Goddess of the Dawn, and are beautiful light shows.  With 

science we now know they are caused by solar wind and coronal eruptions.  I’m wondering if 

there is a correlation between an aurora and an aura, as the word aura originally meant wind, 

breeze, or breath; and both are radiating emissions of light.  So I want to leave you with a few 

thoughts to consider reference what Master DK tells us about auras.   

He says “The aura of any form of life can be defined as the quality of a sphere of 

radiatory activity”

An aura is defined by the Oxford dictionary 

as the distinctive atmosphere or quality that 
surrounds and is generated by a person, 
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thing, or place.

Master DK tells us the aura is usually 

spoken of in terms of color and light, based 

on the vision of the one who sees it, and 

the apparatus used.

Two words only describe an aura from 

the point of view of occult knowledge 

and they are "quality" and "sphere of 

influence" 

What a clairvoyant really sees in an 

aura is the quality of a sphere of 

radiatory activity (usually the astral 

range of vibrations of a person/group)
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The Nirmanakayas, the divine Contemplatives

➢ This is the receptive group which receives impression from Shamballa in 

relation to the planetary creative purpose 

➢ They build—through contemplative meditation—a vast reservoir of potent energies 

impregnated with the qualities of the seven energies of the seven planetary Rays 

➢ They are the Custodians of life, under the direct inspiration of the Buddhas of Activity

➢ They develop that spirit of sevenfold receptivity which will make Them a 

channel for the inflow of ray energies from Shamballa into the Hierarchy 

➢ Their united aura or area of influence and the extent of Their magnetic and dynamic 

radiation correspond roughly to the aura of the planet itself

➢ They contain (within Their ranks) Members Who are identified with the Lords of the 

seven Rays. 

(DINA II Page 210)

The Nirmanakayas are the divine Contemplatives. This is 

the receptive group which receives impression from Shamballa 

in relation to the planetary creative purpose. Then They, on 

Their own level of atmic activity, build—through contemplative 

meditation—a vast reservoir of potent energies which are 

impregnated with the qualities of the seven energies of the 

seven planetary Rays. They are the Custodians of life, under 

the direct inspiration of the Buddhas of Activity, and They spend 

aeons in Their planetary service:

a. In active contemplation of the divine Purpose.

b. In a developed receptivity to that aspect of the Purpose 
which must be expressed through the medium of the 
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divine Plan, and thus presented to the Hierarchy.

c. In developing that spirit of sevenfold receptivity which 

will make Them a channel for the inflow of ray energies 

from Shamballa into the Hierarchy. 

Their united aura or area of influence and the extent 

of Their magnetic and dynamic radiation correspond 

roughly to the aura of the planet itself; 

They contain (within Their ranks) Members Who are 

identified with the Lords of the seven Rays. (DINA II 

Page 210).

Some food for thought . . .
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5-minute version of all planet sounds from our solar 

system https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQL53eQ0cNA

90-minute NASA symphony of planets (voyager Recordings)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vjz9m1TkQ_A

And the quality of the audio won’t be good, so I won’t 
include it here, but at the end of my slides I’ve got some 
links for the recorded sounds of the planet.
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